
CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

BASIC CONSIDERATION 

Literature is a good tool to express the feeling or ideas of people about 

something. People wereever to expressing their life that was never seen orimagined before 

with literary work. Literature can be divided into two kinds, 

fiction and nonfiction. There are some kinds of fiction such as novel and 

movie. a good movie is produced by how well an author or a director cancombine the 

intrinsic and extrinsic element of the movie. Movie is a kind of literary work that has intrinsic 

elements to make directly a literary work to be interested for the reader. Elements of intrinsic 

are: theme, plot, setting, character,message and conflict. There are several types such as 

Action Movie, Animated Movies, Buddy Movies, Comedies, Documentaries, Dramas, Film 

Noir Movies, Family Movies, Horror Movies, Romantic Comedies, Science Fiction Movies, 

Thrillers, Movie Westerns. Of the 13 species movie,On the other hand, the researcher 

performed the main character analysis on the conflicts. The kind of movie is Warm bodies, 

Warm bodies is one of genre Romance movie. According toVictor 

Hugo(Cencale,1827).Romanesque as a specific culture periodic includes the culture of 

pristine nature, against  the past, against which is exotic, mysterious, emotional freedom, 

rebellion against the bourgeoisie, to cultivative the original ,national identity,flokrore, and the 

occult. 

Based on Hugo’s opinion it can be concluded that the romantic is a culture or lifestyle 

of his time. Romantic is not just about issues of love but also includes the love for nature, 

history,which is a mystery and also nationalism. 



Lewis Coser since (1956, p. 212) divided plot in five parts. The common parts of a 

plot are: The Exposition, or preliminary situation, the inciting or exciting force, or challenge, 

the rising action, or complication, the climax or turning point (sometimes preceded by the 

crisis, which makes the direction of the turn final), and the denoument, or resulaton. In this 

research my essay focus on one aspect of the work, namely is conflict. 

Longyear (2002,p.11) states that ” Conflict is establised by placing an obstacle in the 

path of the achievement of a character’s goal”. While Dietriech(1953,p.78) states 

that”Conflict is a basic drama of the opposition experienced by characters as response to the 

dranatic emergence of these forece (the conflict could be quarrels between characters, fights 

with his own character, with the idea or the enviroment)”. 

Movie is a fictional narrative in prose or verse, and an imaginative work 

(Minderop,2005,p.1). Movie is dramatized representation of reality and it is included in one 

of fiction.Movie is a form of popular entertainment which makes the human being dissolved 

in world of imagination for a certain times. Nevertheless, the movie also teaches people about 

history, science, human behavior, and various other things.However, movie is  a 

communicative language that have information about context and show the different 

character of human feeling and attitude because movies have varieties that make the author 

interesting and impress to People. 

Warm bodiesis one of good of fiction movie. This movie is not only perform an 

entertainment, but also about Conflict,romance,struggle, and force and one more important 

point is “Romance”,It is the interest thing to the researcher to do analyze the movie. This 

movie tell about moral value too, such as, how someone can falling in love each other even 

they have a differences, how to struggle the true love without see of back ground, and how to 

related the differences, The Conflict is one of important elements in movie,understanding,or 



amazing. A movie defending on how good we understand the great Conflict.Thus an 

analyzed, the Conflict in movie is important to introduce to the students, and because of my 

attraction to the work of director is Jonathan Levine. There are some conflicts and that can be 

used as a lesson  in order to take the meaning of human life  to be used as an example of life. 

From the movie, we can learn how the conflict are build in the movie which can give us the 

motivated about the conflicts. Conflict is one of the different mindset and power, can be a 

lesson of people’s life who is the watching this movie. 

Warm Bodies movie tells about the unsual story of a man named R. The story of this 

movie, start form a city which  contaminated of virus that caused many people there becames 

zombie. That is why, the soldiers gave thecommand to some volunteers who will go to that 

city and kill away the zombies. One of the zombies is a boy who had pretend himself as a 

student in university. He fell in love to one of the volunteers. The girl named Julie. He called 

R by his friends as a zombies, he just remember that his name start from R. R is different 

zombie of his other friends. He has a warm soul that never been in other zombies. R has an 

attitude like a human. His imagine that just like alive, but of  his being he said that he was 

die. He has no memories, no identity, and no pulse, but he has dreams to take his in the real 

life. He met her for the first time, when R saw julie, julie was killi ng the other zombie, but R 

comes to her slowly. Julie threw knife to R then take it back. R comes closer to julie, julie 

was crying because of scared.She think that R wil kill her , but His loves R protect julie from 

his friends, the other zombie.  R take his blood and put it julie. Than R take her hand and 

helped to stand up, he take her to the safe place. 

This movie presented interesting conflicts. Such as conflict which has by R as a 

Zombie that fall in love to julie, but R still has human soul, because half of his attitude like a 

Human. He still has feelingsloved that very strong on julie and his always remember her.A 

conflict that occurs in this statement that is when the first time R looking at a moment’s,then 



R have feelings towards julie and  fall in love with her, because he really loves julie and don’t 

let her go, and he want to keep safe julie with him. 

In  movie taken from the novel written by the famous author, Isaac Marion and also 

directing by Jonathan Levine was launch on April 2011. then, published in 2013. This movie 

are stars Nicholas Hoult, TeresaPalmer, Analeigh Tipton, Rob Corddry, Dave Franco, John 

Malkovich etc. 

In this study, The researcher analyzed Conflicts  that faced by main Characters in 

“Warm Bodies “ Movie. This analysis focuses only Internal and external conflicts. there are 

some conflicts to be accepted from the struggle of love. Therefore the conflict in this movie 

can be  entertaiment for the audiences to see the adventure of life. In a real life, there are only  

human who can be fall in love but in this movie, even is a zombie has a feelling to a human, 

and find contradiction between  them whichopposite to each other, such as differences in 

desires,thinking, hopes,and the way of life. finally The research of this writing focuses on the 

main character conflicts in the movie“Conflicts in “Warm Bodies” movie(A Movie written 

by Jonathan Levine ). 

Problem Statement         

The researcher formulated The problem statement of this research as follow What are 

Internal and External Conflicts in “Warm Bodies” movie. 

The Scope of the Study       

The scope and delimitation of this research. the researcher makes a limitation to 

analyze the internal and eksternal conflicts in movie“In romance Warm Bodies “ written by 

Isaac Maroon. 

Objective of Study         



From this research the researcher describe the conflicts in romance “warm bodies”. 

This research the researcher presents the scientific analyzes the Internal and External 

conflicts in movie. 

 The significance of Study        

There are several  significances of this research, they are: 

a.The researcher can get knew insight in aspectof literature, so that readearscan appreciated 

and to increase  

b For the readers to improve the interest of the readers in appresiation of the movie and the 

readers can get know insight in aspec of literary. 

c.The teacher  in order to understand the kind of conlicts and prevent or resolve, conflicts that 

will happend to applied in teaching.  

d.To help the next researcher or the students of English Department  in       

understanding of conflict in the movie. 

 

 


